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 Essay Assignment: Write an Historical Argument

 Ray W. Karras
 Educational Consultant

 Too OFTEN STUDENT WRITING fits Samuel Johnson's scathing defi-
 nition of the essay: "A loose sally of the mind; an irregular indigested piece;
 not a regular and orderly composition." Teachers may be able to show
 students a better way by showing them how to write historical arguments, for
 it is hard to write an effective argument without expressing higher order
 thinking skills in an orderly composition. Yet though teachers sometimes ask
 for written argument, the results are often disappointing; simply telling
 students to argue seldom enables them to do so. How, exactly, are students to
 compose these arguments? How, exactly, are they to put them in writing?
 What is needed is an approach to historical argumentation that can be
 explicitly taught, performed and evaluated.' This paper suggests a method of
 essay instruction serving this approach. Here are six things an essay that
 argues should do. It should:

 1. Ask a question of historical interpretation that requires controversy.
 For example, "Hypothesis: Between 1982 and 1991 United States foreign

 policy was decisive in ending the Cold War. Do you agree?" Notice that this
 question avoids the conventional instruction to "discuss," as in "Discuss the
 role of United States foreign policy in ending the Cold War." An invitation to
 "discuss" too often is an invitation to a loose sally of the mind, perhaps
 resulting in a "report" (what, really, is a "report"?), an array of "points" (what
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 496 Ray W. Karras

 are "points"?), or a mere laundry list of historical facts. To get an argument,
 the essay question must explicitly ask for it.

 2. Claim a controversial hypothesis answering the question.
 Too often the sound doctrine of multiple historical causation is under-
 stood to mean "equal" causation, which requires only a description of
 causes. Argument requires their evaluation. In the example here, the
 student must hypothesize that United States foreign policy was or was not
 decisive in ending the Cold War, or perhaps that some other cause was
 more decisive than United States foreign policy. For demonstration here I
 shall argue for the hypothesis that "Between 1982 and 1991 United States
 foreign policy was decisive in ending the Cold War."

 3. Claim controversial and logical reasons for believing the hypothesis.
 "United States foreign policy on arms control was effective in ending the
 Cold War" is one possible reason. Another might be "United States foreign
 policy toward the Third World was effective in ending the Cold War." If the
 writer can make us believe these reasons, we may logically believe the
 overarching hypothesis they support. Notice that at least two reasons must be
 claimed. One reason alone would become part of the hypothesis itself, thus
 foreclosing the need to claim why we should believe that hypothesis.

 4. Apply specific and relevant factual evidence to support each reason
 and, if necessary, explain how this evidence supports these reasons.
 For example, a reason might be that President Ronald Reagan's arms
 control policy of "peace through strength" in 1982-1991 was a success.2
 Facts would then be presented as follows: In nine years of arms control talks
 with the USSR Reagan insisted, against strong Soviet objection, on develop-
 ing the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI or "Star Wars"). Reagan said SDI
 was intended to shield not only the United States but the entire world against
 incoming missiles. For him, SDI was not a "bargaining chip" in any arms
 negotiations. His firm stand on SDI had a strong effect on the Soviets. Upon
 taking office in 1985 Mikhail Gorbachev almost immediately removed
 Soviet Foreign Minister Andrey Gromyko, an unyielding opponent of SDI.
 In four summit meetings-at Geneva, in Iceland, at Washington and Mos-
 cow--Gorbachev came to accept America's rejection of the Strategic Arms
 Limitation Treaty (SALT II) in favor of arms reductions. In the 1987 INF
 (Intermediate Nuclear Forces) Treaty both sides halved their European
 missiles, while the United States kept its SDI. In the ensuing Strategic Arms
 Reduction Treaty (START), intercontinental ballistic missiles would be cut
 fifty percent, while the United States would keep its Stealth bomber, Trident
 submarines, cruise missiles-and SDI.3 At least partly due to American
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 insistence, Gorbachev in 1989 admitted that the Kraznoyarsk radar facility
 was a treaty violation and ordered it dismantled; he abandoned the Soviet
 invasion of Afghanistan; and he eased emigration restrictions on Soviet Jews
 and others. In 1992 Russian President Boris Yeltsin went even farther than

 Gorbachev; in effect, he yielded nuclear superiority to the United States and
 agreed to cut Russian conventional forces along with nuclear ones.4 This
 evidence shows, then, that the Reagan foreign policy on arms control won
 the arms race and thus effectively shortened the Cold War.

 5. Make claims that oppose the supporting claims, give evidence for
 this opposition, and then rebut this opposing argument with new
 evidence in order to restore the arguer's original claim.

 Many students find it hard to accept the notion of presenting views that
 oppose their own, and so here is where they need the most guidance and
 practice. In our example, an opposing argument might claim that Soviet
 economic weakness was more decisive than American arms control

 policy in ending the Cold War. In support of this the following facts
 might be presented: By the 1980s the Soviet military budget was consum-
 ing eighteen percent of national income, which Gorbachev's deputy
 Yegor Ligachev said was intolerable.5 In 1986 Gorbachev told Reagan
 that the Soviet Union could not afford to pay for the six million tons of
 grain it had ordered from the United States.6 Soviet economic support for
 its Eastern European and Cuban satellites, for the new client Third World
 countries it grasped in the 1970s (such as Nicaragua, Angola and Ethio-
 pia), and its ten-year-old invasion of Afghanistan severely drained al-
 ready weak resources. In 1987 Gorbachev said that the Soviet economy
 was in a "pre-crisis" condition and that the realities of life were becoming
 "intolerable."7 We might believe, therefore, that economic decay, not
 Star Wars diplomacy, brought down the USSR, notwithstanding
 Gorbachev's assertion to Reagan that the Soviets had "every means" to
 confront American space weapons and would never hesitate to use them.8

 In rebuttal it could be argued that Soviet economic weakness had never
 before stopped Soviet international ambitions. With Russia devastated by
 World War I, by two years of civil war, and by a famine, Lenin nevertheless
 invaded Poland in 1921. He did this at the very moment that he himself
 admitted the economic failure of Marxism and decreed his New Economic

 Policy which, like Gorbachev's perestroika of the 1980s, looked toward a
 partial market economy.9 Moreover, for all this economic weakness, Soviet
 expansion continued after World War II with huge military and space
 expenditures and new adventures into the Third World. For seventy years no
 outside power effectively forestalled these world-wide Soviet adventures-
 until the firm United States arms control policy of the 1980s convinced the
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 USSR that it indeed did not have "every means" to confront American
 power. In late 1991 the Soviet Union and the Cold War were finished.
 A second argument in opposition might be that SDI was never a real
 threat. As the Soviets knew, some Americans called SDI "WACKO" for
 "Wistful Attempts to Circumvent Killing Ourselves," saying it was sci-
 entifically impossible, and anyway unaffordable because the Reagan
 Administration had already doubled United States defense expenditures
 between 1981 and 1984.10 But the rebuttal to this might say, SDI was not
 "WACKO" to the Soviets: they took it deadly seriously. At the 1986
 Iceland summit Gorbachev offered surprising concessions on arms con-
 trol-but only if the United States abandoned SDI. Reagan angrily
 refused." In talks with Reagan, Gorbachev never used the disdainful
 phrase "Star Wars," always calling it SDI.'2 SDI really counted.

 6. Write inferential questions asking for new and unknown facts
 that, by inference, would help test the claims already made.
 No one has unlimited reading time and access to all relevant information.
 Yet additional facts might well drive the arguer to modify or even reverse his
 claims. Thus, to test the arms control claim one might ask, "What did the
 chief of the Soviet military and scientists like Andre Sakharov tell Gorbachev
 about SDI in 1987 at the moment of the INF Treaty?" "In December 1991,
 what did Gorbachev tell his successor Boris Yeltsin about SDI?" Such very
 specific questions, arising out of information already known, make for
 efficient further research in testing how seriously the Soviets took SDI. Of
 course, any information already in assigned readings, which students should
 be expected to know, should not be asked for in inferential questions. An
 equally important purpose of inferential questioning is to convince students
 that they can never know all they need to know. There are no ironclad
 "conclusions" to any question of historical interpretation worth asking.

 Can Students Do This?

 The foregoing argument represents about half of what a student can, after
 practice, ultimately be expected to write in a class period, for it develops only
 one of the two minimum reasons needed to support a hypothesis. And so the
 question immediately arises: Can students express the reasoning and factual
 knowledge required in essays that argue? In his book on teaching history,
 Meaning Over Memory, Peter N. Steams suggests that students of average or
 above average ability are much more capable of historical analysis than they
 have been given credit for or that their teachers have asked them to do.13 can
 add that I have found this to be the case in twenty years of high school
 teaching provided that appropriate instruction in argumentation is given.
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 Depending on their plans, some teachers will want to assign more, and
 some less than the amount of reading used in the foregoing arms control
 argument. However, the amount of history the student reads matters less
 than the quality of his or her argument about it. Of course, students in
 timed class-period writing cannot be expected to use footnotes as I have
 done here. Nor is extensive direct quotation possible, though paraphras-
 ing is in order, and bits like "WACKO" and "peace through strength"
 seem memorable enough to appear in student writing.

 Argument, after all, is part of everyday life for most of us. We eagerly
 analyze and debate extremely detailed factual information in conversation
 about our favorite sports teams, musicians, television shows, and especially
 in gossip with our friends. Arguing about history can bring these natural
 skills into the classroom and find expression in essay writing, assuming that
 the teacher has given appropriate essay writing instruction.

 Instructions for Essays that Argue

 Perhaps surprisingly, a one-page instruction sheet can ease many
 difficulties facing the student. The accompanying instructions are de-
 signed for essay tests written during one class period, when there is
 usually time to develop only two main reasons for a hypothesis. It can be
 adapted for longer research essays prepared outside the classroom by
 developing additional reasons and sub-reasons.14

 HOW TO WRITE YOUR ESSAY

 1. In the first paragraph write your historical question and claim your controver-

 sial hypothesis answering it. Say no more in this paragraph.
 2. In the first sentence of the second paragraph claim your first reason for

 believing your hypothesis. In the sentences that follow within this paragraph, write:
 a. facts that support this claim and explain why they do so.
 b. a claim that logically opposes the claim you have just made. Give and

 explain evidence for this opposing claim.
 c. a claim that rebuts your opposing claim. Write and explain evidence for

 this rebuttal.

 d. an inferential question asking for new and unknown facts that will test
 your claims in this paragraph.

 3. In the following paragraphs (except for the last one), for each additional
 reason you claim do exactly what you did in the second paragraph.

 4. In the final paragraph simply restate your hypothesis. This is your "Q.E.D."

 If you follow these instructions you will successfully show me
 your thinking about the history you know.
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 500 Ray W. Karras

 Instructions 2 and 3 in the sheet ask students to pack a great deal into
 the two central paragraphs. Though many teachers may want separate
 paragraphs for separate parts of the argument, it is crucial for the student
 to keep always in mind the claim made in each paragraph's first sentence.
 This must be defended through all opposing and rebuttal claims and
 evidence. Proper paragraphing notwithstanding, paragraph indentations
 in mid-argument can sometimes let writers drift astray from their original
 intentions, especially in the stress of classroom essay testing.

 Pacing Classroom Essay Work

 For students with little experience in writing arguments, a good strat-
 egy is to build competence gradually. Suppose that during the academic
 year the teacher plans five classroom essay tests, each on a different
 historical subject. The series might evolve this way:
 First essay. Ask students to claim a hypothesis and to develop
 only one reason for believing it. Allow students to refer to their notes,
 textbooks, and the "How to Write Your Essay" sheet. Announce the
 essay question in advance. In preparation let students compose their
 essays at home, but insist that they leave them at home; all actual
 writing must be done during the class period. From this first experi-
 ence students often learn that relying on notes and other "crutches"
 during class time encumbers more than helps them. This is a worth-
 while lesson, for "open book" testing can tempt students to put off
 preparation instead of working out arguments before they write.
 Pascal was surely right to advise that "the last thing one settles in
 writing a book is what one should put in first."
 Second essay. Announce the essay question in advance, again require
 the development of only one reason, but rule out the use of notes, books
 and instruction sheet.

 Third essay. Announce the essay question in advance, but require two
 completely developed reasons for the hypothesis. Again, no notes, books
 or instruction sheet at hand.

 Fourth essay. Remove all crutches. Ask students to complete two-
 reason essays without outside materials and without prior knowledge of
 the question, though students will, of course, know in advance the
 historical subject area on which they are to write. By this fourth essay,
 students should have gained some competence and confidence in devel-
 oping arguments in writing and in every day class work.
 Fifth essay. Confirm the progress made. Once more, require full
 development; admit no outside materials at hand, and no prior question
 announcement.
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 A final examination essay might ask students for a grand sweep
 argument using evidence from various historical episodes they have
 studied. For example: "Hypothesis: Economic conflict more than racism
 best characterizes the history of relations between Native Americans and
 white Americans. Do you agree? Argue for the period between 1789 and
 1868 or between 1868 and the present." Another example: "Hypothesis:
 Defending democratic ideals has been the main cause of the United
 States' foreign wars. Do you agree? Write your argument about any two
 United States wars with foreign countries."

 Such questions provide students with historical questions and suggest
 possible answering hypotheses. Also possible are open-ended assign-
 ments in which students develop their own questions and hypotheses. For
 example, a test item might say "Argue for a convincing hypothesis about
 the history of affirmative action between 1965 and the present." All
 independently prepared research papers composed outside of class would
 be of this open-ended variety.

 Evaluating Essays That Make Historical Arguments

 To make expectations clear, a check list like the following might be
 shared with students:

 1. Did you follow all the instructions in "How to Write Your
 Essay"? For example, did you make the claims you intended to make?
 Remember the big difference between a claim and a factual statement;
 don't expect one to do the work of the other.15

 2. Did you give specific, adequate and accurate factual evidence to
 support your claims?

 3. Did you make a logically convincing argument? To check, cover
 your hypothesis, revealing only your claims of reasons for believing it.
 From these reasons alone a reader should be able logically to infer your
 hypothesis.

 Conclusion

 Explicit instruction in argumentation is the key to helping students
 write "regular and orderly compositions." Teaching history through argu-
 mentation gives structure to students' natural skills so that they can use
 them in the classroom-where they belong.
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 Notes

 1. For a wider view of this approach, including teaching methods other than essay
 writing, see Ray W. Karras, "Teaching History Through Argumentation," The History
 Teacher 26 (August 1993), 419-438.

 2. Ronald Reagan, An American Life: The Autobiography (New York: Simon and
 Schuster, 1990), pp. 545-723.

 3. U.S. News and World Report 108 (11 June 1990), 31.
 4. Gary B. Nash, et al., The American People: Creating a Nation and a Society

 (New York: Harper-Collins, 1994), p. 1073.
 5. Yegor Ligachev, Inside Gorbachev's Kremlin (New York: Pantheon, 1993), p.

 325.

 6. Reagan, Autobiography, p. 675.
 7. Mikhail Gorbachev, "On Soviet History" in Janet Podell and Steven Anzovin,

 eds., The Soviet Union (New York: H. W. Wilson, 1988), p. 97.
 8. In letter from Gorbachev to Reagan, Reagan, Autobiography, p. 671.
 9. Richard Pipes, "NEP: The False Thermidor" in Russia Under the Bolshevik

 Regime (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1992).
 10. Winthrop D. Jordan, et al., The Americans: A History (Evanston, IL: McDougal,

 Littell, 1991), p. 932.
 11. Reagan, Autobiography, p. 677.
 12. Christian Schmidt-Hiuer, Gorbachev: The Path to Power (Topsfield, MA:

 Salem House, 1986), p. 161.
 13. Peter N. Stearns, Meaning Over Memory (Chapel Hill: University of North

 Carolina, 1993), pp. 212-213.
 14. For extended independently researched essays, see Ray W. Karras, "An Assem-

 bly Plan for Problem-Centered Research Essays," The History Teacher 10 (November,
 1976), 7-19.

 15. On factual statements in relation to claims, see Ray W. Karras, "Coping with
 Mr. Gradgrind: History vs. the Epistemology of the Self," OAH Magazine of History 7
 (Fall 1992), 9-12.
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